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HOLIDAY MOURNING. Pallbearers, headed by Judge Rafael
Cresencio C. Tan Jr (center), prepare to carry the remains of
the late Justice Venancio Aldecoa Jr to his final resting place
after the funeral service last Dec. 17 at Silliman University (SU)
Church. Aldecoa served as SU President, 1983-86.PHOTO BY
ALYSSA PALENCIA

Justice Aldecoa, 7th Silliman President, dies at 91
SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (SU)
mourns the passing of its former
president, Justice Venancio D. Aldecoa
Jr., who died at 91 last Dec. 14 at SU
Medical Center.
“We in the Silliman University
community extend our deepest
sympathies to the family of the late Justice
Venancio D. Aldecoa Jr., University
President from 1983 to 1986,” said an
official statement released by SU.

The memorial service was held last
Dec. 17 at the SU Church, attended by
Aldecoa’s family, friends and colleagues.
He was laid to rest at Dumaguete
Memorial park.
Aldecoa’s Legacy
Aldecoa served as the seventh
president of the university. He also
taught in the College of Law for 20 years
and was a member of the SU Board of
Trustees for 15 years.

Ray Chen S. Bahinting
Editor-in-C hief
In a written testimony by then
acting SU President Proceso U. Udarbe,
he said Aldecoa saved Silliman from
bankruptcy on his first year as president
and restored a balanced university budget.
The testimony was used for Aldecoa’s
nomination for Outstanding Sillimanian
Award in 2007.

Justice Aldecoa graduated with a
degree of Associate in Arts, magna cum
laude, and Bachelor of Laws, cum laude,
from SU. He passed the Bar examination
with a rating of 90.7%.
After being elected as Dumaguete
City councilor for four consecutive terms,
he was appointed as Presiding Judge of
the Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Court of Dumaguete and Negros
Oriental. He became RTC Judge of the

SU Lib Staff

Four Sillimanians to join
Ayala Leaders Congress

PPI warns Sillimanians
on Fake News

FOUR STUDENTS FROM Silliman University (SU)
are among 80 participants to the 20th Ayala Young Leaders Congress (AYLC), a national leadership congress for student leaders.

AN AWARD-WINNING JOURNALIST warned
students during a forum that fake news can cause real
harm because of manipulation of public opinion
and unwanted division among people.
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National Capital Region in Quezon City
and the very first from Negros Oriental
to be an Associate Justice of the Court of
Appeals.
At 17, Aldecoa joined the resistance
movement and was assigned to be the
leader of intelligence unit nearest to the
Japanese lines.
Aldecoa was also active
in church. He was a founding
member of the National Christian P4
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SU Lib donates books to
public schools

SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (SU) LIBRARY donated
books last Nov. 27 and 28 to two elementary and one
secondary school in Sibulan and Zamboanguita,
Negros Oriental.

P4

SU maintains

100%
in Nursing Board Exam

THE ONLY THREE takers from Silliman University (SU) College of Nursing passed the November 2017 Nursing Licensure Examination (NLE).
SU registered 100 passing rate, surpassing the 45.65 national
average. SU also got 100% last June 2017 NLE.
Here are the passers:
Core J. Epong Jr.
Kim Alexis Duane C. Jumawan,
Frances Diane T. Veriña,
			
(by Joevic Baclayanto, News Writer) tws

NEW HANG-OUT PLACE: The Silliman Alumni Tree Park has undergone improvement, with
pavement and plant boxes being added. VP for Development Jane Annette Belarmino said the
park is ideal for hang-out and group fellowship since it is located between the Oriental Hall and
Olivia Villaflores Yanson Hall. PHOTO BY Dave Ludocdoc
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VERIFY

T

he President of the United States tweeted last Jan. 2, “I will be announcing
the most dishonest and corrupt media awards of the year ... Subjects will cover
Dishonesty and Bad Reporting in various categories from the Fake News
Media. Stay Tuned!”
Upon reading, one can immediately like this tweet from Donald Trump. Why not?
It’s got humor and this could probably be a good awards show—even more dramatic
than the Oscars.
But is this tweet really funny?
This remark on mass media from the leader of a superpower nation is gripping,
disturbing even. Ironically, Trump now wants to recognize the efforts of mass media in
spreading what “fake news” is for him.
The world has changed, unfortunately.
Mass media are the fourth estate of the government—next to the executive,
legislative and judiciary branches. While the three function as legislators and enforcers
of law, mass media as a social institution serve as the check and balance system, critical
to the government.
Truth and accuracy are what define mass media—be it in broadcast, print or
electronic. Truth and accuracy are what we strive to fill the void of our “info-sphere.”
Hence, the presence of “fake news” especially over social media is a challenge for
all mass media platforms; a threat to truth and accuracy.
First and foremost, we, the Weekly Sillimanian (tWS), believe that the term “fake
news” is an oxymoron. News should just be always truthful,
not made-up or false. Although there are news articles which
commit errata, there is no malice on any party committing
those mistakes and necessary corrections should be made;
unlike “fake news” which sensationalize reports deliberately to cause harm or
improvement to one party.
Apart from the great challenge to legitimize mass media agencies to counter “fake
news,” another challenge for the mass media is to protect itself from the bashes and
criticisms even from their own government.
They have been called as “dishonest, corrupt, distorter of truth, bad” (Trump, 2017)
and worse spreader of fake news just because mass media have written or broadcast
information that are hurtful to their position.
However, in a recent study by Oxford University, Philippines is among 28
countries whose government use fake news, and it reportedly spent P10 million pesos
to spread propaganda for the president on social media during his campaign and now
that he is in power. Moreover, even the Presidential Communications Operations
Office Assistant Secretary Margaux “Mocha” Uson has peddled fake news by using
wrong photos with misleading captions on her blogs.
Turns out, mass media are not the ones spreading fake news at all. They are the
ones battling the fake news roots—the government.
Mass edia organizations like the Philippine Press Institutes and Vera Files have
been conducting forums on fake news and how to spot them in various universities
around the country. Vera Files, on the other hand, verifies information uttered by highranking government officials.
The Department of Education has also incorporated Media and Information
Literacy as part of the K-12 curriculum. This “aims to develop students to be creative
and critical thinkers as well as responsible users and competent producers of media and
information.”
But if there is one thing we can do to stop fake news from spreading, it is to
VERIFY. Verify the information we read and hear on social media before we retweet,
react and worse, share.
Fake news has spread like plague in our society; and it takes not one but a
collaborative effort of all members of society to stop the plague from completely
polluting the “info-sphere.”
We are the millennials, the technology natives. We know social media—its boons
and banes—better than other generations.
This is a battle in the “info-sphere” happening in our very own native land. This is
our battle. Together, let us FIGHT! tws

EDITORIAL

sillimaniansspeak
Compiled by Miles Therese Granada, Circulation Manager

WHY THE FIREWORKS REGULATION IS WORTH IT
I remember how we used to greet the
New Year with the varied fireworks
Papa used to buy around the city.
Towards midnight, he would invite
me and my sisters to watch the kwitis
(or small colored mini-rockets that
shoot in to the sky when ignited) or
the more dangerous-looking whistle
bomb (which, more than its name
suggests, sounds more thunderous
than a whistle or a bomb). As
compensation for the mixed fears or
enjoyment my sisters and I would
feel after becoming his spectators, he
would lend the barely ten-year-old
me a strange-looking stick that had
some sort of magic on it—a moving
string of light that hissed rather
inaudibly at the top as I held the stick
in my tiny fingers.
Even after the clock would strike
12, the neighbours from around
the compound would continue to
display their assorted collection
of firecrackers, of fountains and
rockets of all sorts. My family and I
would enjoy watching the colourful
panoramas painted gleefully in the
once black sky. And then different
horns would blow. And then come

“President Rodrigo Duterte signed Executive Order No. 28 or
the regulation of firecrackers and other pyrotechnic devices on
New Year's Eve 2018. How did this new regulation affect your
New Year celebration?”
The new fireworks regulation did not really affect my New Year’s celebration. For years, fireworks
were never really a part of our family’s tradition. The streets were a lot quieter now and not many
explosions were heard so that’s a good thing, I guess. Our dog benefitted most because there were
no longer loud explosions to scare him.
Ishsha Banika C. Rambuyon, BS Psychology-II
The new fireworks regulation made the New Year less noisy and the streets much safer.
Denver Lloyd Cisneros Sindiong, BBA Management-IV
The new fireworks regulation suppressed the age-old problem of pollution not only in the
atmosphere, but also with regard to waste and garbage in the streets. It also significantly reduced
firecracker injury victims which I am really happy about. It assured me of security and the hope
that less and less people would be victimized by fireworks and firecrackers.
Lj Zaphan, AB Philosophy-IV
Fireworks and firecrackers play a huge part in our Filipino culture and celebration, like eating
with our family and jumping on New Year‘s Eve to increase height. But even if I’ve felt like there’s
something lacking, I just thought of the positive effects of not having fireworks and firecrackers
during the celebration, for example, lesser injuries compared to last year.
Iris Gayle D. Sierras, BS Psychology-III

Next Issue’s Question:

What most pressing environmental issue do you think
should be given priority by the government?

LOOKING BACK

Chrisse Martha Gillesania
News Writer

shouts from either side. New Year
would always be a loud celebration
among the people. It is a fun event,
until we wake up in the morning and
see the aftermath of such festivity
that is.
After rising from bed, I would
get up on my scrawny little legs
and go outside only to breathe in
air perfumed with the foul odor of
gunpowder. In our front yard an
endless stream of long sticks scatter
around. My stubborn self would
pick them up with my even more
stubborn sister and pretend that
we were having a swordfight. We
would then be reprimanded by our
parents for playing with fireworks

residues—for that’s what those long
sticks were. Debris from last night’s
fireworks display from around the
neighbourhood that have found their
way in our property.
Later that day, my Mama would
turn on the television set to watch
the news. And then photos of bloody
hands and amputated arms and
legs would appear. Reports of death
incidents regarding ignorant uses of
firecrackers fill the screen. Death tolls
from across the country would rise
every hour.
The Filipinos thought there
would never be an end to this annual
pattern, until just recently.
Less than a year after the new
president took his seat, he signed
an executive order regarding the
regulation and control of the use of
firecrackers. Fireworks like kwitis and
labintador can no longer be used in
households, but allowed in city-wide
displays. This proved to be quite the
efficient solution to the problem.
An evidence of this is 2018’s
New Year celebration. The air in the
morning of January 1 was clean, and
so was the television’s morning news.
tws

A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION
UNAPOLOGETIC
The start of a new year can feel like a
fresh start in a new chapter of one’s
life. We celebrate this tradition, hoping that the New Year will be better
than the previous year.
It has been a tradition for most
of us to write what we call a “New
Year’s Resolution.” It is a list of promises to ourselves—list of things that
we want to start or stop doing.
We use this holiday as an avenue to change and hopefully can
bring out positive ideas and traits
to start the New Year. Some people
can achieve their resolutions at the
end of the year; but mostly, we fail.
Why? because “beginning is easy but
continuing is hard” as the Japanese
proverb says.
Filipinos usually have the ningas
kugon attitude, starting things strong
however losing interest fast. So some
or all of the resolutions we make dur-

Al Remuel Tubongbanua
Photojournalist

ing the New Year might not make
it by the end of the year, some will
quickly fade as the days of the year
go by.
If our resolutions are broken
along the year, do we wait for next
year to start again? Should we wait
for the New Year to come to start
changing our lives? Can we not work
on our promises in the middle of the
year? Can we not start doing some-

thing good or stop doing something
bad any month of the year or any day
of the month?
Can we not change ourselves
anytime?
We have the ability to change
ourselves anytime of the year; it
doesn’t matter if it’s New Year or
Christmas, as Heraclitus said “change
is the only thing that’s constant.” We
shouldn’t be surprised if promises are
broken and plans are not fulfilled. We
should embrace change and not contemplate it only during a holiday or a
special occasion. Change can happen
anytime, it may either come to us or
we could strive for it anytime in our
lives. tws
“To improve is to change; to be
perfect is to change often”
-Winston Churchill
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Baby Steps

towards BETTER

RESOLUTIONS
by Margarita M. Delos Santos, Feature Writer

Now that 2018 has begun, we
can hear people talk about their
New Year’s resolutions. But have you noticed
that we always say “me” or “I want” and haven’t
really considered putting in our list goals that
we want to achieve for the betterment of not
only the people around us but also our environment?
Aside from celebrating the New Year, little do
we know that here in the Philippines, there is
also a celebration that is just timely and relevant
that we can incorporate into our New Year’s
resolution.
Presidential Proclamation No. 760, signed by
former President Benigno S. Aquino III, declares January as “Zero-Waste Month.” This
is to promote environmental awareness and
encourage citizens to establish a zero-waste
community, not only during the first month but
whole year round.
What is Zero Waste?
According to Zero Waste International Alliance, “Zero Waste is designing and managing
products and processes to systematically avoid
and eliminate the volume and toxicity of waste

Today’s “throw-away culture” creates
and disposes massive quantities of waste every
day. We extract natural resources like trees,
metals and mineral and turn them into
products designed to last for a short
period of time. After we use these
products, they all go down to our
landfills or incinerators.
Then we go back to extract
more natural resources in
order to produce more products—as if our natural
resources are unlimThrow away culture:
ited. If we continue to
Why do we need zero
do this, we might need
waste?
three or more planet
The Philippines
earths just to keep up
ranks third among 192
with the demand
countries with the
and consumption.
most volume of
Over extraction of
plastic waste proour natural reduced, according
sources and
to a recent
PHOTO FROM: https://rodneyrendon28.wordpress.com/2015/01/05/zero-waste/
the
high
study
of
the University of Georgia. In addition, other volume of trash that we produce contribute to
countries dump their trash to the Philippines, biological extinction, climate change and natural disasters and the spread of disease.
like the case of Canada.
and materials and to conserve and recover all
resources, and not burn or bury them.”
It said zero waste is “a goal that is ethical, economical, efficient and visionary, to guide people in changing
their lifestyles and practices to
emulate sustainable natural
cycles, where all discarded
materials are designed
to become resources for
other use.”

How to have Zero Waste
A zero-waste lifestyle may sound unattainable to some but it actually takes only baby
steps towards it.
For starters, we can simply avoid plastic bags, bottles, straws and utensils. Packaged
food should also be a big no. This will urge us
to cook and bring our own lunch boxes. We
can also resort to healthier snacks such as fruits
that don’t come in containers. Through these
small changes in our diet, we are decreasing the
production of waste in our household, eliminating the toxins from our bodies, and avoiding
the intake of unhealthy meals as well.
Furthermore, we can support local organizations and people who advocate for our
environment. We can easily reach out to them
through social media. It would be much better
if we can also be one of them in slowly adopting a less wasteful lifestyle and sharing it with
the people around us.
We don’t have to be perfect in adopting
these habits or making greener choices. It’s a
process of everyday learning. tws

FIRST WORLD
OCEANS REPORT
9th in a series
(Excerpts from the 2015 report of the UN Ad Hoc Working Group on
the Regular Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the State
of the Marine Environment Including Socioeconomic Aspects. Silliman University’s Dr. Hilconida P. Calumpong is one of the Report
authors.)

pact of any
sewage discharges.

anoparticles are a form of marine debris, the significance of which is emerging only now. They are
miniscule particles with dimensions of 1 to 100
nanometres (a nanometer is one millionth of a
millimeter). A large proportion of the nanoparticles found in the ocean are of natural origin. It is the anthropogenic nanoparticles that are of concern. Those come from two
sources: on the one hand, from the use of nanoparticles created for use in various industrial processes and cosmetics and,
on the other hand, from the breakdown of plastics in marine
debris, from fragments of artificial fabrics discharged in urban
wastewater, and from leaching from land-based waste sites.

The dumping of garbage
from ships is a
serious element
of the problem of
marine debris. In 2013,
new, more stringent controls under MARPOL came into
force. Steps are being taken to improve the
enforcement of those requirements. For example, the
World Bank has helped several small Caribbean States to set up
port waste-reception facilities. Other States (for example Member
States of the European Union) have introduced requirements for the
delivery of waste ashore before a ship leaves port and have removed
economic incentives to avoid doing so. It is, however, too early to
judge how far those various developments have succeeded in reducing the problem.

Sewage pollution from ships is mainly a problem of cruise ships:
with up to 7,000 passengers and crew, they are the equivalent of a
small town and can contribute to local eutrophication problems.
The local conditions around the ship are significant for the im-

The environmental impacts of near-shore mining are similar to
those of dredging operations. They include the destruction of the
benthic environment, increased turbidity, changes in hydrodynamic
processes, underwater noise and the potential for marine fauna to
collide with vessels or become entangled in operating gear. tws
(Excerpted by SU Research and Environmental News Service)

Increasing particles of harmful material

N

Recent scientific research has highlighted the potential environmental impacts of plastic nanoparticles: they appear to reduce
the primary production and the uptake of food by zooplankton
and fiber-feeders. Nanoparticles of titanium dioxide, which is
widely used in paints and metal coatings and in cosmetics, are of
particular concern. When nanoparticles of titanium dioxide are
exposed to ultraviolet radiation from the sun, they transform into
a disinfectant and have been shown to kill phytoplankton, which
are the basis of primary production. The scale of the threats from
nanoparticles is unknown, and further research is required.

Major disasters in the offshore oil and gas industry have a global,
historical recurrence of one about every 17 years. The most recent
is the Deepwater Horizon blowout in 2010, which spilled 4.4 million barrels (about 600,000 tons) of oil into the Gulf of Mexico.
The other main harmful inputs from that sector are drilling cuttings (contaminated with drilling muds) resulting from drilling of
exploration and production wells. Those materials can be harmful to
marine life under certain circumstances.

PHOTO FROM: https://firstpost.ng/norway-discharge-sewage-ships/

PHOTO FROM: http://www.happy-newyear-2018.com
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New Year’s Eve Pamahiin. Filipinos are known to be superstitious and our culture—a melting pot of local and foreign beliefs— has made us that way. Starting off the
New Year in the Philippines, our elders would say that by observing the following “pamahiin” would ensure that the New will be a prosperous one. Here are some of
those New Year’ s Eve pamahiin.

NOISEMAKERS AND
FIRECRACKERS

ROUND FRUITS

Having 12 different kinds
of round fruits on the
dining table is believed
to attract good luck and
wealth – round fruits
equate to round coins.

Ushering in the New
Year, the use of these
objects drive away the
bad spirits.

JUMPING AT
THE STRIKE OF
MIDNIGHT

FILLING RICE CONTAINER
TO THE BRIM

As the New Year comes
around, this also spells
abundance.

For the kids, it is believed
that jumping at the strike
of 12 ensures that they
would grow taller through
the year.

Compiled by Angelica Mae D. Gomez, Feature Wiriter VIA https://www.tagaloglang.com/filipino-superstitions-new-years-eve/, http://www.5viral.com/5-strange-traditions-of-welcoming-a-new-year/, https://www.istockphoto.com/photos/kids-jumping

Justice Aldecoa... from page 1
Youth Fellowship of the United Church
of Christ in the Philippines, as well as the
United Church Men, and served as its
National President.
He also organized the Dumaguete
Chapter of the Knights of Rizal, of which
he was the first Chapter Commander.
He likewise organized the Young Men’s
Christian Association of Negros Oriental,
and became its First Charter President.
Together with his wife, the late
Nelly Abella Romano, Aldecoa formed
the Adlecoa Family Singers which won
first place in a national competition at
the Cultural Center of the Philippines.
Among his countless achievements are:
Outstanding Sillimanian Awardee
(2007);Centennial Awardee of the Negros
Oriental High school; Outstanding
SULAW Awardee at the First Awards
Ceremony of the SU College of Law;
Outstanding Dumagueteño Award
for Public Service, during city’s 50th
Charter Day; and Outstanding Oriental
Negrense in the Field of Law, at the

First Buglasan Awards Ceremony. He
was given the Presidential Trophy for
Meritorious Government Service by
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.
“He was kind as a teacher”
One of Aldecoa’s former students at
the SU College of Law is Judge Rafael
Crescencio C Tan Jr, also Assistant
Commandant of SU Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (ROTC).
According to Tan, Aldecoa had
a booming voice that prevented his
students from sleeping in class.
“He was kind as a teacher. Never
scolded or insulted us his students,” he
added.
Aldecoa was Tan’s criminal law
professor. Tan said Aldecoa used to inject
words from the gospel as he discussed
criminal law with them.
“Clearly true to our motto of ‘Law
with a Conscience,’”Tan added.
One specific memory of Tan with
Aldecoa was when he was given the
chance to take a final exam that he missed

due to ROTC commandant duties.
Tan said, “By allowing me to take
a special exam, he showed his kindness,
patience and compassion as a professor. I
got a good grade from him.”
On Aldecoa’s being a Court of
Appeals Associate Justice, Tan said, “ I
have heard of his reputation as a justice; he
had independence, integrity, intelligence
and industry--the 4 INs of an ideal judge
or justice.”
Among all the lessons he learned
from Aldecoa,Tan said that to be humble
and God-fearing are the most important.
Justice Venancio Aldecoa is survived
by daughter Jenny Lind Aldecoa
Delorino, deputy court administrator of
the Supreme Court, married to a banker
Chito; they have a daughter, Jemima
Carina.
His son, Michael who is now
working in the United States, is married
to wife Diolie with daughter Jessica Ann.
(with Meilynne Gem C. Sonjaco, News
Writer) tws

FOUR STUDENTS FROM Silliman University (SU) are among 80
participants to the 20th Ayala Young
Leaders Congress (AYLC), a national leadership congress for student
leaders.
Adrian Jay Alforque, Carlisle
Naudyn Caroro, Alberto De Castro
and Reine Marguerite Limpao from
SU made it to the final list of students who are qualified to join AYLC
on February, out of 350 applicants
from all over the Philippines.
AYLC is described by its organizers as a “student leadership
summit for national development
through youth leaders, participated
by the 80 outstanding student leaders
selected from colleges and universities across the country.”
Alforque, a psychology major,
said, “In engaging in youth empowerment programs like the AYLC,
more and more young leaders will

Fran cis Ry an B . Pab ian ia

He dreams for me. Applying for
AYLC felt more of a great step of
faith because of uncertainty… I remain steadfast in prayer that only
God’s plan, for me and for all of us,
be done,” she said.
The finalists went through the
selection process including a panel
interview with Ayala Corporation
executives. Their academic performance and community leadership
experience were also considered in
the selection.
De Castro, a management major, said the program would aid his
advocacy in helping communities
grow through social entrepreneurship.
Limpao, also a management
major, said he would share things
he learned from AYLC to empower
and motivate youth to get involved
in their communities and put their
own advocacy into action. tws

Four Sillimanians to join Ayala Leaders Congress
News Writer
be able to harness their capabilities
in service to their own communities
and our motherland.”
The four-day youth congress includes talks, panel discussions, outdoor activities and workshops that
are focused on leadership and “making a difference in the country.”
The discussions aim “to make
leaders from government, civil society, business, the arts, media and
entertainment share their leadership
stories and experiences to build a
community with initiative and teamwork.”
A heart of passion and mission
is her contribution to AYLC, said
Caroro, a AB Political Science student.
“I had no other prayer to God
but for Him to carry me to places

SU Lib donates books to public schools

SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (SU)
LIBRARY donated books last Nov.
27 and 28 to two elementary and
one secondary school in Sibulan and
Zamboanguita, Negros Oriental.
The SU Library Reach Out project (SU-LibRO) is a project by the
library in line with the 83rd National
Book Week with the theme, “Libraries take Action: Providing Access and
Opportunity for All,” from Nov. 24 to
30.
The volunteers, composed of library staff led by OIC University Librarian Isabel Mariño, donated books
to San Antonio Elementary School
and Boloc-Boloc Elementary School
in Sibulan and Gregorio Elmaga

Fran cis Ry an B . Pab ian ia
News Writer

Memorial High School (GEMHS)
in Zamboanguita.
The books were donated by Presbyterian Church of Ann Arbor in
Michigan, U.S.A., which donated six
boxes of storybooks, coloring books,
and picture books which were given
to the elementary schools to support
student’s literacy and help build their
library resources or collections.
For the high school students,
Silliman University Alumni Association of Northern California and Silliman University Alumni Association
of Southern California gave around 7

#NAAYKLASE

boxes of multiple copies of reference
(subjects) books, novel books and encyclopedias to GEMHS.
School beneficiaries pledged to
establish activities that maximize the
use of the books and maintain the
collection and monitor the usage of
the books.
They were expected to take good
care of the donations and put them
into good and to designate a person
to oversee the established programs
for book utilization and condition.
Apart from the turnover of
books, the volunteers also conducted
storytelling, group reading activities
and discussion on responsible Social
Media use.tws

ONE FOR BANICA: Student -volunteers help in a clean-up drive last Jan.
7 at Banica River from Colon Extension overflow to Purok Santan, Brgy.
Taclobo, Dumaguete City. PHOTO BY JILL C. SILVA

PPI warns
Sillimanians on Fake News
S o mme r J. B u y a nt e
News Editor
AN AWARD-WINNING journalist warned students during a forum
that fake news can cause real harm
because of manipulation of public opinion and unwanted division
among people.
Tess Bacalla, training director at
the Philippine Press Institute (PPI),
said, “Fake news is very serious and
it’s something that you cannot take
for granted because among others,
mayroong pagkakahiwa-hiwalay, may
manipulation of public opinion.”
During the “Let’s Get Real on
Fake News” forum last Dec. 11 at
Silliman Audio-Visual Theatre, Bacalla explained that as the population
of social media users increases, some
people use the platform to mislead
people by spreading fake news.
“Sa social media naglipana ang
fake news. It is understandable that
many would rely on social media for
news, but the problem is nandyan din
yung maraming trash [fake news and
indecent posts],” she added.
Social media’s accessibility, Bacalla said, has enabled people to not
just post but also share unverified
news stories in just a single click.
“In many instances we [netizens]
share [on social media] something
that is consistent with our beliefs,
even if we have not taken the time to
verify it,” she said.
At the same time, hate spread by
trolls and fake news causes netizens
to behave badly to one another to the
point of throwing personal attack at
people with opposing opinions.
“In a democratic country, it is expected that people will be divided...,
but what happens is the division

is such that it becomes personal or
physical,” Bacalla said.
She added that arguments are
healthy as long as people stay civil
toward each other and not destroy
people’s reputation.
Manipulation of Public Opinion
Bacalla presented the study by
Oxford University entitled “Troops,
Trolls and Troublemakers: A Global
Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation” that says the camp
of President Rodrigo Duterte spent
P10M during 2016 presidential election to hire social media trolls.
Trolls refer to social media users
who intentionally attack, offend, and
cause hate and trouble by posting,
sharing, and commenting using fake
accounts.
Until now the trolls hired by
Duterte’s camp are still active in
social media to promote the policies
made by Duterete Administration,
Bacalla said, referring to the contents
of the said study.
Spotting fake news
When reading news online, Bacalla advised to check the credibility
of the source. This includes double
checking the source’s website and assessing the quality of website’s design.
She emphasized the need to be
cautious with news stories without
byline or name of the writer. The website should also provide background
information and contact details.
Contents of the news must also
be analyzed, Bacalla said. Fake news
are often one sided or have an angry
tone. (with Joevic Baclayanto, News
Writer) tws

